
 PieDAO - Secondary Market application 

 Summary 
 PieDAO  (https://www.piedao.org/),  is  a  decentralized  autonomous  organization 
 governing tokenized portfolio allocations. 

 The  DAO  is  focused  on  bringing  market  accessibility  and  economic  empowerment  to 
 anyone  with  an  internet  connection  through  tokenized  asset  allocations.  These  ETF 
 products  known  as  PIEs  are  collectively  governed  by  DAO  members,  with  community 
 members  coming  to  consensus  on  both  make-up  and  allocation  weight.  Anybody  in  the 
 public  community  can  be  involved  in  the  DAO.  DOUGH  token  holders  are  the  DAO's 
 decision-makers,  governing  which  proposals  are  accepted  .  PieDAO  was  summoned  as 
 of  early  March  2020,  and  since  then  has  been  growing  to  the  current  2,881  members, 
 including many OG of the DeFi space. 

 Proposal 

 Adding support for the following assets as a PieDAO  secondary market on Aave 

 #  Asset  TVL ($) 

 1  DEFI+L - DeFi Large Cap Pie  ~ 3.4m 

 2  DEFI+S - DeFi Small Cap Pie  ~ 1.7m 

 3  DEFI++ - DeFi Pie  ~ 1.35m (*) 

 4  BCP - Balanced Crypto Pie  ~ 3.1m (**) 

 5  YPIE - Yearn Ecosystem Pie  ~ 0.35m 

 6  DOUGH - PieDAO governance token  ~ 6.9m 

 7  ETH 

 8  WBTC 

 9  USDC 

 10  USDT 

 11  DAI 

 12  sUSD 

 (*) already counted in DEFI+S & DEFI+L’s TVL; (**)  for ⅓ already counted in DEFI+S & DEFI+L’s TVL 



 $DeFi+L,  $DeFi+S,  $DeFi++,  $BCP  and  $YPie  are  Pies  (index  funds)  governed  by 
 PieDAO  and  represented  by  ERC20  tokens,  providing  exposure  to  the  best  projects  of 
 the  DeFi  ecosystem.  Each  underlying  asset  allocated  in  these  Pies  is  fully  collateralized, 
 meaning  that  holding  these  Pie  tokens  provides  complete  ownership  of  the  underlying 
 assets  represented,  ensuring  the  risk  mitigation  of  a  diversified  index  fund  through  a 
 convenient single ERC20 token. 

 Pies’  supply  is  dependent  on  the  actions  of  wrapping/redemption  of  their  underlyings, 
 with  no  max  supply  set,  and  NET  circulating  supply  resulting  as  a  function  of  the  minting 
 of  underlyings  into  the  specific  index  token,  minus  the  redemption  of  their  underlying 
 assets (aka  unwrapping  ) performed. 

 1.  DeFi+L 

 The  DeFi  ecosystem  is  growing  in  maturity  and  awareness  and  the  DeFi+L  Pie  allows 
 people  to  get  exposure  to  the  ecosystem's  Blue  Chips  as  a  whole  through  a  single  token. 
 DeFi+L  is  also  intended  as  one  of  the  sub-indices  constituting  through  a  modular 
 approach  the  DeFi++  Index  Pie  (currently  as  a  70/30  balanced  allocation  with  DeFi+S  - 
 SmallCaps),  providing  broader  exposure  to  the  DeFi  ecosystem.  The  underlying  assets 
 constantly  rebalance  as  market  prices  change,  locking  in  profits  and  growing  the 
 holdings. 

 Assets  represented  in  DeFi+L  were  selected  through  multiple  rounds  of  votes  held  within 
 the  PieDAO  community  with  a  focus  on  broad  exposure  to  the  various  key  ecosystem 
 sectors  (Lending  protocols,  AMMs,  Derivatives,  Yield  aggregators,  Oracles).  The  index  is 
 rolled out as a Balancer Smart Pool with enabled swap  functionality.. 

 The  allocation  methodology  followed  can  be  summarized  in  a  tagline  as  Correlated 
 Risk-Adjusted  Market-Cap  ,  extensively  covered  in  this  medium  post 
 https://medium.com/piedao/inside-the-bakery-how-we-build-pies-e8932718beaf 

 PieDAO  also  i  ntroduced  a  Sentiment  Score  computed  as  part  of  above  allocation 
 methodology,  weighing  in  for  all  underlying  assets  the  shared  sentiment  according  to  the 
 3 following pillars: 

 A.  Innovation  (Solution & Roadmap/Timeline) 
 B.  Functionality to the DeFI Ecosystem  (Uniqueness &  Composability) 
 C.  Growth Potential  (P/E Ratio, Volume & Outstanding  Supply) - also deriving 

 some gradings from the Aave Risk assessment methodology. 

https://medium.com/piedao/inside-the-bakery-how-we-build-pies-e8932718beaf


 The  most  common  use-case  for  DeFi+L  is  the  passive  holding  of  DeFi  Blue  Chips,  given 
 its  convenience  (i.e  gas-wise,  complexity-wise)  and  diversification  offered  with  no  central 
 point  of  failure  from  a  governance  stand-point:  a  distinctive  differentiation  point  of 
 PieDAO  vs  the  competition  is  the  true  decentralization  of  the  DAO  as  sole  governing 
 entity. 

 Furthermore,  with  the  recent  release  and  successful  audit  of  the  PieVaults  design, 
 DeFi+L  has  been  enabled  for  enriched  functionalities,  including  Meta-governance, 
 lending and advanced yield-generating strategies with  the underlying assets. 

 The  primary  market  for  $DeFi+L  is  currently  a  70/30  Balancer  pool  counting  approx 
 $2.5m  liquidity,  incentivized  through  staking  of  LP  tokens  (BPT): 
 https://etherscan.io/address/0xa795600590a7da0057469049ab8f1284baed977e 

 An  additional  market  for  $DeFi+L  was  recently  established  as  a  50/50  DEFI+L/ETH 
 Sushiswap  pool  counting  approx  $0.3m  liquidity,  incentivized  as  part  of  the  Sushi  Onsen 
 program:  https://sushiswap.fi/pair/0x83e5e791f4ab29d1b0941bc4d00f3d6027d1dae5 

 DeFI+L  can  be  minted  or  redeemed  anytime  from  the  smart  contracts,  in  the  PieDAO 
 landing page 
 https://pools.piedao.org/#/pie/0x78f225869c08d478c34e5f645d07a87d3fe8eb78 

 or  through  third  party  UI  such  as  Zapper  .  Given  its  permissionless  nature,  the  DeFi+L 
 ERC20  token  can  be  exchanged  on  a  number  of  DEXes,  both  on  L1  &  L2  (Loopring 
 zkRollup). 

https://etherscan.io/address/0xa795600590a7da0057469049ab8f1284baed977e
https://sushiswap.fi/pair/0x83e5e791f4ab29d1b0941bc4d00f3d6027d1dae5
https://pools.piedao.org/#/pie/0x78f225869c08d478c34e5f645d07a87d3fe8eb78
https://zapper.fi/dashboard


 $DeFi+L  keeps  attracting  a  growing  liquidity  given  its  return  above-average  when 
 compared  to  similar  DeFi  products  tracking  the  ecosystem,  with  an  overall  acceptable 
 risk profile. 

 Risk assessment 

 Below a risk analysis run on DeFi+L for the period  October 7th - November 24th: 

 Note:  DeFi+L’s  Equal  Risk  Taking  for  the  period  under  analysis  may  point  out  a 
 higher-than-optimal  risk  concentration  around  two  assets  ($AAVE  &  $YFI),  which  both 
 experienced a  higher-than-normal volatility on that  specific period. 

 Correlation  of  underlying  assets  sits  in  the  mid-to-high  threshold  as  for  most  DeFi  assets 
 (only exception being $YFI, which shows a mid-to-low  correlation vs $COMP & $MKR). 



 DeFi+L links 
 -  Contract address  :  0x78f225869c08d478c34e5f645d07a87d3fe8eb78 
 -  Pool page: 

 https://pools.piedao.org/#/pie/0x78f225869c08d478c34e5f645d07a87d3fe8eb78 
 -  Pie Smart Pools:  https://docs.piedao.org/papers/piedao-the-asset-allocation-dao 
 -  Launch announcement:  https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-DeFI-l-12b9a9df73ca 
 -  Forum  https://forum.piedao.org/t/pip-10-piedao-DeFI-index/148 
 -  Coingecko feed:  https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/piedao-DeFI-large-cap 
 -  Coinmarketcap:  https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/piedao-DeFI-large-cap/ 

https://etherscan.io/token/0x78f225869c08d478c34e5f645d07a87d3fe8eb78
https://pools.piedao.org/#/pie/0x78f225869c08d478c34e5f645d07a87d3fe8eb78
https://docs.piedao.org/papers/piedao-the-asset-allocation-dao
https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-defi-l-12b9a9df73ca
https://forum.piedao.org/t/pip-10-piedao-defi-index/148
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/piedao-defi-large-cap
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/piedao-defi-large-cap/


 2. DeFi+S 

 DeFi+S  is  also  intended  as  one  of  the  sub-indices  constituting  through  a  modular 
 approach  the  DeFi++  Index  Pie,  providing  broader  exposure  to  the  DeFi  ecosystem 
 Smaller  Cap  projects.  The  index  was  rolled  out  as  a  Balancer  Smart  Pool,  following  the 
 same  Correlated  Risk-Adjusted  Market-Cap  allocation  methodology  mentioned  for 
 DeFi+L. 

 The  primary  market  for  $DeFi+S  is  currently  a  70/30  Balancer  pool  counting  approx 
 $1.65m  liquidity,  incentivized  through  staking  of  LP  tokens  (BPT).  DeFI+S  can  be  minted 
 or redeemed anytime from the smart contracts, in the  PieDAO landing page. 

 Risk assessment 

 Below a risk analysis run on DeFi+S for the period  October 7th 2020 - January 4th 2021: 



 DeFi+S’s  Equal  Risk  Taking  for  the  period  under  analysis  doesn’t  seem  to  point  out  any 
 particular  concentration  around  specific  assets,  when  compared  to  their  allocation 
 weight. 

 Correlation  of  underlying  assets  sits  in  the  low-to-mid  threshold  as  for  most  DeFi  assets 
 (only exception being $UMA, which shows a low correlation  vs $MLN & $REN). 

 DeFi+S links 

 -  Contract address  : 

 https://etherscan.io/token/0xad6a626ae2b43dcb1b39430ce496d2fa0365ba9c 
 -  Pool page: 

 https://pools.piedao.org/#/pie/0xad6a626ae2b43dcb1b39430ce496d2fa0365ba9c 
 -  Pie Smart Pools:  https://docs.piedao.org/papers/piedao-the-asset-allocation-dao 
 -  Launch announcement:  https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-defi-s-67ed53367364 
 -  Forum  https://forum.piedao.org/t/pip-10-piedao-DeFI-index/148 
 -  Coingecko feed:  https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/piedao-defi-small-cap 
 -  Coinmarketcap:  https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/piedao-defi-small-cap/ 

https://etherscan.io/token/0xad6a626ae2b43dcb1b39430ce496d2fa0365ba9c
https://pools.piedao.org/#/pie/0xad6a626ae2b43dcb1b39430ce496d2fa0365ba9c
https://docs.piedao.org/papers/piedao-the-asset-allocation-dao
https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-defi-s-67ed53367364
https://forum.piedao.org/t/pip-10-piedao-defi-index/148
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/piedao-defi-small-cap
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/piedao-defi-small-cap/%C3%B9


 3. DeFi++ 

 The  DeFi++  Index  Pie  is  constituted  through  a  modular  approach,  as  a  combination  of 
 DEFI+L  (70%)  and  DEFI+S  (30%).  The  index  was  rolled  out  as  well  as  a  Balancer  Smart 
 Pool. 

 The  primary  market  for  $DeFi++  is  the  $BCP  Pie  (WBTC,  WETH,  DEFI++  in  equal  parts) 
 a  Balancer  pool  counting  approx  $3.2m  liquidity,  incentivized  through  staking  of  $BCP 



 tokens. 
 https://pools.balancer.exchange/#/pool/0x25af1f2c3772d6f19aa6615571203757365d29c 
 6/ 
 DeFi++  can  be  minted  or  redeemed  anytime  from  the  smart  contracts,  in  the  PieDAO 
 landing  page,  and  conveniently  acquired  gas-free  from  ETH  through  the  dedicated 
 PieDAO  oven  (  https://pools.piedao.org/#/oven  ,  as  explained  at  this  medium 
 https://medium.com/piedao/how-to-mint-pies-gas-free-with-oven-1d11e902fab8  ). 

 Risk assessment 

 Below a risk analysis run on DeFi++ for the period  October 7th 2020 - January 4th 2021: 

 DeFi++’s  Equal  Risk  Taking  for  the  period  under  analysis  may  point  out  a  slightly 
 higher-than-optimal  risk  concentration  around  two  assets  ($AAVE  &  $YFI),  which 
 experienced  a  higher  volatility  on  that  specific  period  and  account  for  a  consistent 
 allocation in DEFI++. 

https://pools.balancer.exchange/#/pool/0x25af1f2c3772d6f19aa6615571203757365d29c6/
https://pools.balancer.exchange/#/pool/0x25af1f2c3772d6f19aa6615571203757365d29c6/
https://pools.piedao.org/#/oven
https://medium.com/piedao/how-to-mint-pies-gas-free-with-oven-1d11e902fab8


 Correlation  of  underlying  assets  sits  in  the  mid-to-high  threshold  as  for  most  DeFi  assets 
 (only  exceptions  being  $UMA  and  $MLN  which  both  show  low-to-mid  correlation  and, 
 partially, $COMP). 

 DeFi++ links 

 -  Contract address  : 

 https://etherscan.io/token/0x8d1ce361eb68e9e05573443c407d4a3bed23b033 
 -  Pool page: 

 https://pools.piedao.org/#/pie/0x8d1ce361eb68e9e05573443c407d4a3bed23b033 
 -  Pie Smart Pools:  https://docs.piedao.org/papers/piedao-the-asset-allocation-dao 
 -  Launch announcement: 

 https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-defi-and-a-comparative-index-performance-an 
 alysis-9f63e251120d 

 -  Forum  https://forum.piedao.org/t/pip-10-piedao-DeFI-index/148 
 -  Coingecko feed:  https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/piedao-defi 
 -  Coinmarketcap:  https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/piedao-defi/ 

https://etherscan.io/token/0x8d1ce361eb68e9e05573443c407d4a3bed23b033
https://pools.piedao.org/#/pie/0x8d1ce361eb68e9e05573443c407d4a3bed23b033
https://docs.piedao.org/papers/piedao-the-asset-allocation-dao
https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-defi-and-a-comparative-index-performance-analysis-9f63e251120d
https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-defi-and-a-comparative-index-performance-analysis-9f63e251120d
https://forum.piedao.org/t/pip-10-piedao-defi-index/148
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/piedao-defi
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/piedao-defi/


 4. BCP 

 The  Balanced  Crypto  Pie  ($BCP)  is  constituted  through  a  modular  approach,  as  a 
 combination  of  WBTC  (33.33%),  WETH  (33.33%)  &  DEFI++  (33.34%),  previously 
 introduced. The index was rolled out as a Balancer  Smart Pool. 

 The  primary  market  for  $BCP  is  currently  a  50/50  SushiSwap  BCP/ETH  pool  accounting 
 approx  for  $0.5m  liquidity,  incentivized  as  part  of  the  Sushi  Onsen  program: 
 https://sushiswap.fi/pair/0xeb1b57d4f7d4557b032b66c422bc94a8e4af859e 

 BCP  can  be  minted  or  redeemed  anytime  from  the  smart  contracts,  in  the  PieDAO 
 landing  page,  and  conveniently  swapped  gas-free  from  ETH  through  the  dedicated 
 PieDAO oven (  https://pools.piedao.org/#/oven  ). 

https://sushiswap.fi/pair/0xeb1b57d4f7d4557b032b66c422bc94a8e4af859e
https://pools.piedao.org/#/oven


 Risk assessment 

 Below  is  a  risk  analysis  performed  on  BCP  for  the  period  October  7th  2020  -  January  4th 
 2021: 

 BCP’s  Equal  Risk  Taking  for  the  period  under  analysis  may  point  out  an 
 higher-than-optimal  risk  concentration  around  ETH,  which  accounts  for  ⅓  of  the  assets 
 allocation and experienced a quite high volatility  on that specific period. 

 Correlation  of  underlying  assets  sits  in  the  mid-to-high  threshold  for  ETH  and  for  most 
 DeFi assets. 
 BTC  shows  a  quite  low  correlation  to  other  assets,  and  similarly  do  $MLN  &  $UMA, 
 which both show low-to-mid correlation. 



 $BCP  keeps  attracting  a  growing  liquidity  given  its  return  above-average  when 
 compared  to  alternative  DeFI  products  tracking  the  ecosystem,  with  a  well  acceptable 
 risk profile. 



 BCP links 

 -  Contract address  : 

 https://etherscan.io/token/0xe4f726adc8e89c6a6017f01eada77865db22da14 
 -  Pool page: 

 https://pools.piedao.org/#/pie/0xe4f726adc8e89c6a6017f01eada77865db22da14 
 -  Pie Smart Pools:  https://docs.piedao.org/papers/piedao-the-asset-allocation-dao 
 -  Launch announcement: 

 https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-balanced-crypto-pie-bcp-btc-eth-and-defi-7a24 
 23c5d94e 

 -  Forum  https://forum.piedao.org/t/pip-32-piedao-balanced-crypto-pie/270 
 -  Coingecko feed: tbd 
 -  Sushiswap feed: 

 https://sushiswap.fi/pair/0xeb1b57d4f7d4557b032b66c422bc94a8e4af859e 

https://etherscan.io/token/0xe4f726adc8e89c6a6017f01eada77865db22da14
https://pools.piedao.org/#/pie/0xe4f726adc8e89c6a6017f01eada77865db22da14
https://docs.piedao.org/papers/piedao-the-asset-allocation-dao
https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-balanced-crypto-pie-bcp-btc-eth-and-defi-7a2423c5d94e
https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-balanced-crypto-pie-bcp-btc-eth-and-defi-7a2423c5d94e
https://forum.piedao.org/t/pip-32-piedao-balanced-crypto-pie/270
https://sushiswap.fi/pair/0xeb1b57d4f7d4557b032b66c422bc94a8e4af859e


 5. YPIE 

 YPIE  is  PieDAO’s  first  PieVault  and  the  industry’s  first  index  to  support  native  staking,  as 
 well as lending and meta-governance. 

 Our  first  vault  YPIE  provides  complete  exposure  to  the  growing  Yearn  Finance 
 Ecosystem.  The  allocations  were  retrieved  following  the  same  Correlated 
 Risk-Adjusted  Market-Cap  allocation  methodology  previously  adopted  for  other  DEFI 
 indices.. 

 PieVaults  are  a  brand  new  product  type  that  tap  into  the  underlying  assets,  actively  using 
 them  across  DeFi  to  provide  multiple  new  benefits  for  their  holders.  Core  PieVault 
 Features are: 

 ●  Meta-governance  -  YPIE  ultimately  enables  meta-governance  across  each 
 project,  allowing  DOUGH  holders  to  vote  gas-free  in  decisions.  In  this  way 
 DOUGH  becomes  a  passport  to  governance  across  the  entire  Yearn  Finance 
 ecosystem 



 ●  Lending-bouncing  -  The  PieVault  also  lends  the  underlying  assets,  bouncing 
 between  DeFi  protocols  such  as  Cream,  Aave  and  Yearn  in  order  to  maintain  the 
 highest yield. 

 ●  Native  Staking  -  PieVaults  are  the  industry’s  first  indices  to  enable  native  asset 
 staking. PieVaults directly engage with a token’s  protocol to stake the asset. 

 The  primary  market  for  $YPIE  is  currently  a  50/50  SushiSwap  YPIE/ETH  pool 
 accounting  approx  for  $0.25m  liquidity,  incentivized  as  part  of  the  Sushi  Onsen  program: 
 https://sushiswap.fi/pair/0x5f30aac9a472f6c33d5284f9d340c0d57ef33697 

 YPIE  can  be  minted  or  redeemed  anytime  from  the  smart  contracts,  in  the  PieDAO 
 landing  page,  or  conveniently  swapped  gas-free  from  ETH  through  the  dedicated 
 PieDAO oven (  https://pools.piedao.org/#/oven  ). 

 Risk assessment 

 Below a risk analysis performed on YPIE for the period  December 1th - December 18th: 

 YPIE’s  Equal  Risk  Taking  for  the  period  under  analysis  points  out  an  higher-than-optimal 
 risk  concentration  around  SUSHI,  which  accounts  for  approx  ⅓  of  the  allocation  and 
 experienced severe volatility on that specific period. 

https://sushiswap.fi/pair/0x5f30aac9a472f6c33d5284f9d340c0d57ef33697
https://pools.piedao.org/#/oven


 Correlation of underlying assets sits in the mid-to-high  threshold for most assets. 
 Only  assets  showing  a  mid-to-low  correlation  are  $SUSHI  vs  $COVER  &  $AKRO,  and 
 $YFI vs $COVER. 

 Following  the  recent  exploit,  the  $COVER  token  was  temporarily  removed  from  the  YPIE 
 allocation,  which  now  results  in  Value  as  below  (the  higher  $SUSHI  allocation  is  a  result 
 of its growing valuation). 

 YPIE links 

 -  Contract address  : 

 https://etherscan.io/token/0x17525e4f4af59fbc29551bc4ece6ab60ed49ce31 
 -  Pool page: 

 https://pools.piedao.org/#/pie/0x17525e4f4af59fbc29551bc4ece6ab60ed49ce31 
 -  Launch announcement: 

 https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-ypie-pievault-and-sushiswap-collaboration-a89 
 b102e81e7 

 -  Forum  https://forum.piedao.org/t/putting-together-an-andre-index-on-piedao/264 
 -  Coingecko feed: tbd 
 -  Sushiswap feed: 

 https://sushiswap.fi/pair/0x5f30aac9a472f6c33d5284f9d340c0d57ef33697 

https://etherscan.io/token/0x17525e4f4af59fbc29551bc4ece6ab60ed49ce31
https://pools.piedao.org/#/pie/0x17525e4f4af59fbc29551bc4ece6ab60ed49ce31
https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-ypie-pievault-and-sushiswap-collaboration-a89b102e81e7
https://medium.com/piedao/announcing-ypie-pievault-and-sushiswap-collaboration-a89b102e81e7
https://forum.piedao.org/t/putting-together-an-andre-index-on-piedao/264
https://sushiswap.fi/pair/0x5f30aac9a472f6c33d5284f9d340c0d57ef33697


 6. DOUGH V2 

 DOUGH  is  PieDAO’s  governance  token.  Anybody  can  be  a  member  of  PieDAO  by 
 holding it, and participate in DAO governance votes. 

 The  primary  market  for  $DOUGH  is  currently  a  80/20  DOUGH/ETH  Balancer  pool 
 accounting  for  approx  for  $7.4m  liquidity,  whose  staking  of  BPT  tokens  is  incentivized 
 https://etherscan.io/address/0xfae2809935233d4bfe8a56c2355c4a2e7d1fff1a 
 Furthermore,  approx  $  170k  liquidity  are  provided  in  the  50/50  DOUGH/ETH  Sushiswap 
 pool  https://sushiswap.fi/pair/0x97f34c8e5992eb985c5f740e7ee8c7e48a1de76a 
 And some additional liquidity is available in the  50/50 DOUGH/ETH Uniswap pool 
 https://info.uniswap.org/token/0xad32a8e6220741182940c5abf610bde99e737b2d  ,  likely 

 to be incentivized in the near future. 

 DOUGH  has  a  max  supply  of  100  million.  Current  circulating  supply  is  approx  6,8m 
 DOUGH v2, resulting as a function of: 

 -  the progressive linear vesting of DOUGH v1 to DOUGH  v2 tokens (up to 3 years) 
 -  the  LP  incentives  paid  (approx  150k/week,  with  1%  weekly  deflation)  out  of  the 

 65m DOUGH held by PieDAO’s treasury 
 -  DOUGH removed from circulation through buy-backs by  the DAO 

 Below a forecast of DOUGH’s adjusted circulating supply  over 10y (worst case scenario) 

 DOUGH links 
 -  Contract address  : 

 https://etherscan.io/token/0xad32A8e6220741182940c5aBF610bDE99E737b2D 
 -  DOUGH v2 announcement:  https://medium.com/piedao/dough-tokens-d2479c7ea608 
 -  Coingecko feed:  https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/piedao-dough-v2 
 -  Coinmarketcap feed:  https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/piedao-dough-v2/ 

https://etherscan.io/address/0xfae2809935233d4bfe8a56c2355c4a2e7d1fff1a
https://sushiswap.fi/pair/0x97f34c8e5992eb985c5f740e7ee8c7e48a1de76a
https://info.uniswap.org/token/0xad32a8e6220741182940c5abf610bde99e737b2d
https://etherscan.io/token/0xad32A8e6220741182940c5aBF610bDE99E737b2D
https://medium.com/piedao/dough-tokens-d2479c7ea608
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/piedao-dough-v2
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/piedao-dough-v2/


 Audits 
 Full audits were performed by Quantstamp & MixBytes,  highlighting no medium or high 
 risk issues. Full details here  https://github.com/pie-dao/audits  . 

 Community Links 
 The PieDAO community is mostly active on the following  channels 
 Discord  https://discord.gg/Ze8SHjJ 
 Forum  https://forum.piedao.org/ 
 Medium  https://medium.com/piedao 
 Twitter  https://twitter.com/piedao_DeFI 
 Telegram  https://t.me/piedao 
 Webpage  https://www.piedao.org/ 
 PieDAO Docs  https://docs.piedao.org/ 

https://github.com/pie-dao/audits
https://discord.gg/Ze8SHjJ
https://forum.piedao.org/
https://medium.com/piedao
https://twitter.com/piedao_defi
https://t.me/piedao
https://www.piedao.org/
https://docs.piedao.org/

